An index coding problem with n messages has symmetric rate R if all n messages can be conveyed at rate R. In a recent work, a class of index coding problems for which symmetric rate 1 3 is achievable was characterised using special properties of the side-information available at the receivers. In this paper, we show a larger class of index coding problems (which includes the previous class of problems) for which symmetric rate 1 3 is achievable. In the process, we also obtain a stricter necessary condition for rate 1 3 feasibility than what is known in literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
Index Coding, introduced in [1] , considers the problem of efficiently broadcasting a number of messages available at a source, to receivers that already possess some prior knowledge of the messages. The general class of groupcast index coding problems consists of n messages generated at a source, where each message is demanded by at least one receiver. Index coding problems where each receiver demands a unique message are called single unicast index coding problems and are the most widely studied class.
Although index coding continues to be open in general, several researchers have made inroads into characterising the rate of index coding and presenting achievable schemes. The landmark paper [2] famously connected the scalar linear index coding problem to finding a quantity called minrank associated with the side-information graph related to the given single unicast index coding problem. Upper and lower bounds on the rate for single unicast index coding have been presented via graph theoretic ideas [1] - [6] . Many of these papers naturally lead to constructions of (scalar and vector) linear index codes. Linear codes however are not always found to be optimal [7] . Bounds on the rate of groupcast index coding were presented in [8] .
Interference alignment, well known as a powerful tool to study degrees of freedom in wireless interference networks, was employed to the linear index coding problem in [9] , by modeling the unavailable side-information as interference. This technique was further explored in [3] , [10] , [11] and several classes of index coding instances with certain feasible rates were identified based on the properties of the interference seen by the receivers.
This work builds primarily upon the results in [10] . In [10] , a necessary and sufficient condition for the feasibility of rate 1 2 in a groupcast index coding problem was established based on the properties satisfied by two graphs obtained from the interference structure of the problem, called the conflict graph and the alignment graph. Also, a sufficient (but not necessary) condition on the structure of these graphs was given for rate 1 3 feasibility. Prior work [2] also gives a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for rate 1 3 feasibility based on the interference structure of the problem. The relevant details of the prior work are discussed elaborately in the forthcoming sections of this paper. Contributions • Firstly, we revise the definition of the conflict graph given in [10] . The conflict graph definition in [10] does not capture the interference structure of the index coding problem sufficiently. In order to rectify this, we define the conflict hypergraph, which is shown to capture the interference structure sufficiently. (Subsection III-B) • Our main result shows that rate 1 3 is achievable in a given index coding problem under certain conditions on the topology of the alignment graph and conflict hypergraph of the index coding problem. The sufficient condition which we present for rate 1 3 feasibility is looser than the sufficient condition shown in [10] . Therefore, this class of index coding problems is bigger than the previously known class of rate 1 3 feasible problems. (Subsection IV-E) • Towards obtaining our main result, we also obtain a necessary condition for rate 1 3 feasibility, which is stricter than the prior condition from [2] (Subsection IV-D). Our feasibility conditions can thus be seen as being midway between those of [10] and [2] . Notations: Throughout the paper, we use the following notations. Let [1 : m] denote {1, 2, ..., m}. For a set of vectors A, sp(A) denotes their span. For a vector space V , dim(V ) denotes its dimension. An arbitrary finite field is denoted by F. A vector from the m-dimensional vector space F m is said to be picked at random if it is selected according to the uniform distribution on F m .
II. REVIEW OF INDEX CODING
Formally, the general index coding problem (over some field F), called a groupcast index coding problem, consists of a broadcast channel which can carry symbols from F, along with the following.
each of which is modeled as a vector over F. • For each receiver j, a set D(j) ⊆ W denoting the set of messages demanded by the receiver j. • For each receiver j, a set S(j) ⊆ W\D(j) denoting the set of side-information messages available at the j th receiver.
Definition 1 (Index code of symmetric rate R). An index code of symmetric rate R for a given index coding problem consists of an encoding function
for some L ≥ 1, mapping the n LR-length message vectors (W i ∈ F LR ) to some L-length codeword which is broadcast through the channel, as well as decoding functions
at the receivers j = [1 : T ], mapping the received codeword and the side-information messages to the demanded messages
Definition 2 (Achievable rates and rate R feasibility). For a given index coding problem, a rate R is said to be achievable if there exists an index code of rate R, and the index coding problem is said to be rate R feasible.
Definition 3 (Scalar index codes and linear index codes). If a rate R = 1/L is achievable, the associated index code is a scalar index code of length L. If the encoding and decoding functions are linear, then we have a linear index code.
If we have a linear index code of rate R, then we can represent the encoding function as follows.
where each V i is a L×LR matrix with elements from F. In the case of scalar linear index coding, we have LR = 1. Finding a scalar linear index code of length L (i.e., with a feasible rate 1/L) is equivalent to finding an assignment of these L-length vectors V i s to the n messages such that the receivers can all decode their demanded messages, i.e.,
We restrict our attention to scalar linear index codes for the rest of this paper.
A. Modeling unavailable side-information as interference Definition 4 (Interfering sets and messages, conflicts). For some receiver j and for some message W k ∈ D(j), let Interf k (j) W\(W k ∪ S(j)) denote the set of messages (except W k ) not available at the receiver j. The sets Interf k (j), ∀k are called the interfering sets at receiver j. If receiver j does not demand message W k , then we define Interf k (j) φ. If a message W i is not available at a receiver j demanding at least one message W k = W i , then W i is said to interfere at receiver j, and W i and W k are said to be in conflict.
For a set of vertices A ⊆ W, let V E (A) denote the vector space spanned by the vectors assigned to the messages in A, under the specified encoding function E. If A = φ, we define V E (A) as the zero vector.
Definition 5 (Resolved conflicts). For a given assignment of vectors to the messages (or equivalently, for a given encoding function E), we say that conflicts within a subset W ⊆ W are resolved, if
where V k is the vector assigned to W k under the encoding function E. If (1) holds for W = W, then all the conflicts in the given index coding problem are said to be resolved.
We now state a simple lemma, rephrased from [9] , which is easily proved (please see [12] for the simple proof). A. Alignment and conflict graphs of [10] In [10] , the authors defined the notions of alignment graph and conflict graph whose properties were used to characterise index coding problems for which rate 1 2 is feasible. Both of these graphs have the same vertex set, which is the set of messages W.
Definition 6 (Alignment graph and alignment sets - [10] ). In the alignment graph, the vertices W i and W j are connected by an edge (called an alignment edge, shown in our figures by a solid edge) when the messages W i and W j are not available at a receiver demanding a message other than W i and W j . A connected component of the alignment graph is called an alignment set.
It is easy to see that the alignment sets define a partition of the alignment graph. Also, the messages in Interf k (j), for all messages k at all receivers j are fully connected in the alignment graph.
B. Capturing interference in conflict hypergraphs
The conflict graph definition of [10] is used to model the interference structure of the index coding problem. However, it is shown in [10] that it does not capture the directionality of the conflicts properly. To overcome this issue, we model the interference in a conflict hypergraph.
Definition 7 (Conflict hypergraph: See Fig 1 for example) . The conflict hypergraph is an undirected hypergraph with vertex set W (the set of messages), and its hyperedges defined as follows.
• For any receiver j demanding any message W k , W k and Interf k (j) are connected by a hyperedge, which is denoted by {W k , Interf k (j)}.
The following lemma shows that the conflict hypergraph sufficiently captures the essence of the index coding problem. Lemma 2. Suppose two index coding problems, denoted by I 1 and I 2 , are modelled by the same conflict hypergraph. Then any index coding solution for I 1 is an index coding solution for I 2 .
Proof: Please see [12] . Because of above reasons, we refer to an index coding problem and its corresponding conflict hypergraph alternatively from now on.
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C. Rate half feasibility condition from [10] Towards showing a necessary and sufficient condition for rate 1 2 feasibility, the following definition for internal conflicts was given in [10] .
Definition 8 (Internal conflict [10] ). A conflict between two messages within an alignment set is called an internal conflict.
The following theorem was proved in [10] on rate 1 2 feasible index coding problems. Theorem 1. An index coding problem is rate 1 2 feasible if and only if there are no internal conflicts.
IV. FEASIBILITY OF RATE 1 3
Before showing our main result, we first give prior known necessary and sufficient conditions for feasibility of rate 1 3 .
A. Known necessary and sufficient conditions for rate 1 3 feasibility Suppose there are 4 messages {W i k , k = 1, .., 4} such that message W i k is demanded by some receiver (say receiver j k ) and {W i k : k < k} ⊆ Interf i k (j k ). Following [10] , we call such a set of messages {W i k , k = 1, .., 4} as an acyclic subset of messages of size 4. The following theorem can be obtained from the results in [2] .
Theorem 2. An index coding problem which is rate 1 3 feasible cannot have an acyclic subset of messages of size 4. 
V 4 }) should be two dimensional. We leave it to the reader to check that sp({V 1 , V 2 , V 3 }) must also therefore be two dimensional. However, the conflict between the messages W 1 , W 2 and W 3 are resolved only if sp({V 1 , V 2 , V 3 }) is three dimensional. Thus, the problem is rate 1 3 infeasible. Fig. 1 contains the alignment and conflict graph of an example problem showing that Theorem 2 is not a sufficient condition for rate 1 3 feasibility. In [10] , the following sufficiency condition for rate 1 3 was proved (a special case of Corollary 9 of [10] ).
Theorem 3. Consider a rate 1 2 infeasible index coding problem with no acyclic subset of size 4. If none of its alignment sets have both forks (a fork is a vertex connected by three or more edges) and cycles, then the index coding problem is rate
It is clear that Theorem 3 characterises a rather limited class of index coding problems which are rate 1 3 feasible. Examples of index coding problems which are rate 1 3 feasible but do not satisfy the condition of Theorem 3 were presented in [10] .
B. Triangular interfering sets and Type-2 alignment sets
In this subsection, we develop a new framework for studying the rate 1 3 feasibility of groupcast index coding problems. Towards this, we define the notions of a triangular interfering set and a type-2 alignment set.
Definition 9 (Triangular Interfering Sets). A subset W of size three of the set of messages W is said to be a triangular interfering set if all the messages in W interfere simultaneously at some receiver, and at least two of the messages in W are in conflict.
Definition 10 (Adjacent Triangular Interfering Sets). Two distinct triangular interfering sets W 1 and W 2 are said to be adjacent if they 'meet' at a conflicting edge, i.e., W 1 ∩ W 2 = {W i , W j } such that W i and W j are in conflict.
For example, in Fig. 1, the A type-2 alignment set example is shown in Fig. 2 , with the messages indicated in the ellipse, with 5 mutually connected triangular interfering sets. The receivers at which these 5 sets interfere are suppressed in the figure. Note that the maximality in Definition 11 means that we cannot add another triangular interfering set to a type-2 alignment set and still maintain connectivity (as in Definition 11).
C. Type-2 alignment sets and rate 1 3 feasibility In this subsection, we prove an important proposition (Proposition 1) regarding rate 1 3 feasibility based on the vectors assigned to type-2 alignment sets. Before doing so, we give the following simple lemma which plays a crucial role in the proof of Proposition 1. Proof: Please see [12] . Towards obtaining our necessary condition for rate 1 3 feasibility, we now give Proposition 1. Proposition 1. In any rate 1 3 solution to a given index coding problem, all the messages in any type-2 alignment set must be assigned vectors from a vector space of dimension two.
Proof: Let E be the encoding function of a rate 1 3 solution. Consider a type-2 alignment set W with triangular interfering
Suppose for any triangular interfering set W i of W , we have dim(V E (W i )) = 3. Since all the vertices in W i interfere at some receiver (say, a receiver which requests some other message W j ), the message W j must be assigned a vector which is linearly independent from those assigned to the messages in W i , and thus we need at least 4 linearly independent vectors, and hence the rate has to be ≤ 1/4. Thus no triangular interfering set W i of W has dim(V E (W i )) = 3. However, any triangular interfering set W i of W must have dim(V E (W i )) = 2, as W i has a conflict.
Suppose dim(V E (W )) > 2. Consider three messages W j1 , W j2 , and W j3 in W , that have been assigned three linearly independent vectors, belonging to some three triangular interfering sets (not necessarily different), W i1 , W i2 , and W i3 respectively. We have already shown that we cannot have W i1 = W i2 = W i3 . So at least two of the three triangular interfering sets are different.
Suppose all three sets W i1 , W i2 , and W i3 are different. Because the three triangular interfering sets are within the same type-2 alignment set, it must be the case that there exists a path consisting of adjacent triangular interfering sets starting from W i1 , through W i2 and upto W i3 . Let N be the number of triangular interfering sets on this path (counted as we go along the path; repetitions are counted separately). For i ∈ [1 : N ], let U i denote the set of 3 vectors assigned to the i th triangular interfering set in this path. Fig. 2 illustrates this scenario.
By the previous arguments, we have that dim(sp(U i )) = 2, ∀i. Also, dim(sp(U i ∩ U i+1 )) = 2, i ∈ [1 : N − 1], as the i th and the (i + 1) th triangular interfering sets are adjacent by construction of the path. Therefore, by Lemma 3, it must be the case that dim(sp(∪ N i=1 U i )) = 2. However, the vector assigned to the message W j k belongs to ∪ N i=1 U i for k = 1, 2, 3, and according to our assumption the vectors assigned to these three messages are linearly independent vectors. Thus there is a contradiction, which means that we cannot have three messages in three different triangular interfering sets which have been assigned linearly independent vectors. A similar claim can be proved if the three messages come from two different triangular interfering sets. This proves our claim. D. Restricted index coding problems and a new stricter necessary condition for rate 1 3 feasibility Proposition 1 prescribes that type-2 alignment sets must be 'two-dimensional' in a rate 1 3 code. In this subsection, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for achieving this two-dimensionality, thereby giving a more stricter condition for rate 1 3 than Theorem 2. For this purpose, we require the notion of a restricted index coding problem. Definition 13 ('Restricted' versions of alignment graphs, alignment sets, and internal conflicts). The alignment graph and the alignment sets of the restricted index coding problem I W are called the W -restricted alignment graph and Wrestricted alignment sets respectively. A W -restricted internal conflict is a conflict between any two messages within a restricted alignment set of W .
The proof of the following theorem is a direct application of Theorem 1. Corollary 1. For a given index coding problem I, there exists an assignment of 3 × 1 vectors from a two dimensional vector space (over a large enough field F) to the messages in a subset W such that the conflicts within W are resolved, if and only if the restricted index coding problem I W is rate 1 2 feasible. Proof: Please see [12] . The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for assigning vectors from a two dimensional space to the type-2 alignment sets.
Theorem 5. Let W be a type-2 alignment set of the given index coding problem I. If I is rate 1 3 feasible, then I W must be rate 1 2 feasible which holds if and only if there are no W -restricted internal conflicts.
Proof: The proof follows by combining the claims of Proposition 1, Corollary 1 and Theorem 4.
Theorem 5 is stricter than Theorem 2, as the acyclic subset of messages of size 4 in Theorem 2 is equivalent to a triangular interfering set within some type-2 alignment set with a restricted internal conflict. Theorem 5 on the other hand requires a complete type-2 alignment set to have no restricted internal conflicts, and is therefore more strict. We leave it to the reader to verify that the problem in Fig. 1 illustrates this difference. 1 3 feasibility We now prove the main result of this paper, which connects all the previously proved results and widens the class of index coding problems for which rate 1 3 is achievable. Because of the framework we have developed in the previous subsections, the proof of this theorem is simpler than Theorem 3, while also subsuming that result. Theorem 6. A rate 1 2 infeasible index coding problem I is rate 1 3 feasible if every alignment set of I satisfies either of the following conditions. 1) It does not have both forks and cycles.
E. A new class of index coding problems with rate
2) It is a type-2 alignment set with no restricted internal conflicts.
Proof: Based on some simple observations (please see [12] for more details), each alignment set in I is one of three kinds, and the achievable index coding scheme can be obtained by assigning vectors independently to each alignment set according to its kind, as we show below.
Alignment set which has no three messages interfering at any receiver: For each message in such an alignment set, we assign an independently generated random 3 × 1 vector (over a large field F).
Alignment set which consists only of three messages interfering at any receiver without any conflicts in-between: We randomly generate a 3 × 1 vector and assign it to all the messages in such an alignment set.
Alignment set which is a type-2 alignment set without restricted internal conflicts: Let W be the type-2 alignment set under concern. For each W -restricted alignment set, we assign an independently generated random 3 × 1 vector from a two dimensional space. Note that this resolves all conflicts within W , by Theorem 4 and Corollary 1.
All of the messages have been assigned vectors at this point. Let E denote encoding function corresponding to this assignment and V k denote the vector assigned to W k . We now show that this assignment resolves all conflicts in I.
Consider a receiver j which requests a message W k . We proceed on a case by case basis, depending on the size of Interf k (j). For each case we check whether the condition, V k / ∈ V E (Interf k (j)) (whp), is met. We call this condition as the no conflict condition for the sake of this proof.
Case 1: |Interf k (j)| ≤ 2 : There are two cases here, either W k and Interf k (j) are in the same alignment set or they are in different alignment sets. If W k and Interf k (j) are in different alignment sets, then W k and the messages Interf k (j) have been assigned independently and randomly generated 3 × 1 vectors. Thus the no conflict condition is met. Now, W k and Interf k (j) are in the same alignment set. This can only be an alignment set where no three messages interfere at any receiver, or a type-2 alignment set. In the former case, the no conflict condition is met as any three messages in such an alignment set are assigned independent vectors (whp). Now if it is a type-2 alignment set, the conflict(s) between W k and Interf k (j) is(are) within that type-2 alignment set. Because there are no restricted internal conflicts in any type-2 alignment set, it must be the case that W k and Interf k (j) are in different restricted alignment sets. By our scheme, such conflicts should therefore be resolved. Hence, the no conflict condition is met in this case too.
Case 2: |Interf k (j)| ≥ 3 : Then we have two cases. The first case is that no two messages in Interf k (j) are in conflict. This means that Interf k (j) must be an alignment set which consists only of three messages without any conflicts in-between, and W k necessarily belongs to another alignment set. By our scheme, V E (Interf k (j)) is an one-dimensional space generated by a random vector which is independently generated from the vector assigned to W k . Hence, the no conflict condition is met.
Finally we consider the case when |Interf k (j)| ≥ 3 and at least one conflict exists within Interf k (j). Then Interf k (j) must be within some type-2 alignment set (say W ). Again we have two sub-cases here, i.e., W k and Interf k (j) are within the same (type-2) alignment set, or W k is in a different alignment set than Interf k (j) which is within a type-2 alignment set. In the former case, the conflicts between W k and Interf k (j) are within the type-2 alignment scheme, which is resolved by our scheme (by the same arguments as in the last subcase of Case 1). In the latter case, we must have that V E (Interf k (j)) lies within a two dimensional space (as it is within a type-2 alignment set) which is generated independently from the vector assigned to W k . Hence again the no conflict condition is met.
By the previous arguments, the no conflict condition is met for any receiver j and any demand W k at j. Thus, all the conflicts in I are resolved. This proves the theorem.
